
Oil

This week opened with further gains on the international oil market. The market is currently facing both hopes of an upcoming corona 
virus vaccine and fears of what a winter of lockdown could do to global demand. Yesterday, the optimism was strongest, and confi-
dence that OPEC and their allies will continue their output cuts added to the upside. The Brent front month contract rose to 46,06 USD/
bbl and the market continues up early Tuesday. 

Gas
Cooler weather forecasts were the main reason why we saw rising prices on the European gas markets yesterday. Temperatures in 
Germany and other parts of Western Europe har set to drop below normal during the coming week, a noticeable contrast to the mild 
outlook ahead of the weekend. We expect a downwards adjustment today.

Coal
On an overall bullish day across the markets, the European coal market climbed as well yesterday. Prospects of cold weather helped the 
API 2 Cal-21 contract rise another 0,83 USD/t, settling at 56,05 USD/t. The ongoing supply concerns are set to continue, as no resolu-
tion is in sight to the ongoing strike among Colombian miners. 

Carbon

The overall sentiment across the markets was bullish yesterday, and this, along with bullish technicals helped the European carbon mar-
ket edge further up in Monday’s trading. The benchmark contract climbed another 0,51 EUR/t, settling at 27,25 EUR/t. There appears 
to be a feeling that cooler weather is on the way across Europe, and it will be interesting to see if the bullish sentiment will continue this 
week. We consider falling prices as most likely today.

Hydro
Tuesday morning, we continue to see a high pressure approaching in the Nordic weather forecasts, with the weather change expected 
to happen around Thursday or Friday this week. During next week, we could return to milder and wetter conditions, and this limits the 
bullish impact of the outlook on the Nordic power market. 

Germany
All signals were bullish on the German power market yesterday, with rising carbon and fuel markets supported by cooler weather fore-
casts for the coming weeks and an expected increase in power demand. As a result, the country’s Cal-21 contract climbed 1,15 EUR/
MWh and closed at 39,55 EUR/MWh. Today, falling prices seem likely as the signals are bearish from the fuel markets.

Equities

Once again, the corona virus vaccine news were the main topic on the financial markets Monday, where positive signals from a new 
vaccine test caused a bullish sentiment on the stock markets. The US markets received further optimism later in the day as the change 
of administration process has officially been acknowledged by Donald Trump although he still does not recognize the election outcome. 
The European markets should rise as well today. 

Conclusion

We saw a massive rebound on the Nordic power market yesterday, due to some significantly cooler and drier weather forecasts over the 
weekend. Gains on the German power market, and on the fuel, carbon markets added to the upside. The Q1-21 and YR-21 contracts 
rose to 15,35 EUR/MWh and 14,70 EUR/MWh respectively. Tuesday, the market opens largely sideways but we expect the bearish 
sentiment to take over during the day, also because the market might feel that yesterday’s gains were a bit overdone.
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22-nov 1,16 5,67 1,64 5,67 3,74 1,16 1,29 December 24,38 29,00 20,00 27,63 32,00 9,90 10,00 December 44,09 39,48 62,30

23-nov 10,08 28,11 9,49 28,11 23,67 1,99 3,81 Q1-21 18,73 19,48 27,85 32,35 38,85 15,25 15,35 Q1-21 44,28 39,67 0,00

24-nov 4,82 26,19 6,26 26,19 33,90 2,61 5,36 2021 33,80 36,60 26,95 31,70 37,83 14,70 14,70 2021 44,40 37,35 0,00


